Abstract
Programme Outcomes (POs) in the context of engineering education consists of a set of desired attributes which is to be possessed by an engineering graduate. POs are typically defined as a set of outcomes which is to be attained by an engineering graduate upon completion of the programme (or during graduation). In order to ascertain the attainment of the POs of an individual graduate, the engineering faculty can employ an array of methods to do so. Such methods are commonly placed in either quantitative or qualitative based analyses. In some cases, different types of analyses provide different results, which would render any form of discussion on PO attainment to its minimal. The present paper will highlight and discuss the important linkage of one quantitative and one qualitative method respectively employed to attain POs of an individual graduate. The result of the discussion would then be used to enhance the students overall understanding of the importance of the POs as well as to perform a self-reflection of how to address shortcomings based on POs which have not been attained.
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1. Introduction
Through the implementation of Outcome Based Education (OBE) in current engineering education, this requires for engineering faculties to ascertain the attainment of relevant outcomes in an engineering programme. At the module level, a mechanism should be in place to measure the attainment of the module learning outcomes and similarly at the programme level, a mechanism to measure the attainment of the programme outcomes.

Programme outcomes are specific and measurable statements that are crafted by the engineering faculty and encapsulate the skills, knowledge and behaviour that students should acquire throughout the programme [1]. The attainment of the
POs are to be reached at the stage of graduation. POs are crafted from the Programme Educational Objectives (PEOs) of the programme. The PEOs are statements which are to be embodied by the graduate three (3) to five (5) after graduation. The PEOs in turn are crafted from the Vision and Mission of the University and hence is linked or can be mapped to the POs. POs can be crafted based on numerous ideologles or pedagogies. For example, in the Malaysian context, it is required that all POs of an engineering programme of a Malaysian institution of higher learning must be mapped to the generic POs provided by the Engineering Accreditation Council (EAC) of Malaysia (Malaysia being a signatory of the Washington Accord). The generic POs are listed below [1]

1. Engineering Knowledge - Apply knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering fundamentals and an engineering specialisation to the solution of complex engineering problems;

2. Problem Analysis - Identify, formulate, research literature and analyse complex engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, natural sciences and engineering sciences;

3. Design/Development of Solutions - Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design systems, components or processes that meet specified needs with appropriate consideration for public health and safety, cultural, societal, and environmental considerations;

4. Investigation - Conduct investigation into complex problems using research based knowledge and research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of information to provide valid conclusions;

5. Modern Tool Usage - Create, select and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern engineering and IT tools, including prediction and modelling, to complex engineering activities, with an understanding of the limitations;

6. The Engineer and Society - Apply reasoning informed by contextual knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to professional engineering practice;

7. Environment and Sustainability - Understand the impact of professional engineering solutions in societal and environmental contexts and demonstrate knowledge of and need for sustainable development;

8. Ethics - Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms of engineering practice;

9. Communication - Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the engineering community and with society at large, such as being able to comprehend and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive clear instructions;

10. Individual and Team Work - Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments;

11. Life-long Learning - Recognise the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change.
**12. Project Management and Finance** - Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments.

Using these generic POs as a guiding principle, an engineering programme may use it in the crafting of its own POs. As highlighted in [1], the authors provided a detailed explanation of how the POs of the programme were crafted based on a variety of pedagogies and ideologies including the generic POs of EAC. Based on that blueprint, the engineering programmes of Taylor’s University read as follows

1. Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering practices, innovation techniques, entrepreneurship and human factors to provide value-adding solutions to complex engineering challenges.

2. Identify, formulate, analyse and document complex engineering challenges to arrive at viable solutions and substantiated conclusions.

3. Conceive, Design, Implement and Operate solutions for complex engineering challenges that meet specified requirements with appropriate consideration for public health and safety, cultural, societal, environmental and economical considerations.

4. Conduct research and investigation into complex challenges using methods which include experiment design, analysis of data and synthesis of information to provide valid conclusions.

5. Create, select and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern engineering and IT tools, including prediction and modelling, to complex engineering activities, with an awareness of the accompanying assumptions and limitations.

6. Apply reasoning informed by contextual knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal, economical and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to professional engineering practice.

7. Explain the global impact of professional engineering solutions in societal, economical and environmental contexts and demonstrate knowledge of and need for sustainable development.

8. Apply professional and ethical responsibilities of engineering practice.

9. Effectively communicate complex engineering activities, both orally and in a written form, in both technical & non-technical contexts.

10. Function effectively as an individual and in multidisciplinary settings with the capacity to be a leader.

11. Recognise the importance of lifelong learning and engaging in continuous professional development activities in accordance with technological change.

12. Effectively manage projects in multidisciplinary environments and apply project management tools and techniques to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a team to satisfy stakeholders’ requirements.

In the evaluation made by Mohammad and Zaharim [2], most of Malaysian universities modelled their PO assessments in a quantitative method where assessments were mapped to LOs and LOs are mapped to POs and used the average marks of each PO to ascertain its attainment based on defined
performance indicator. He mentioned a major weakness of this method as there is not clear performance criteria evidenced for each outcome. Rogers [3] also stressed that the focus is not a score or grade, but the student knowledge or skill that is represented by that score or grade. In this aspect, a qualitative method of PO assessment needed to compare their respective impact on PO attainments. Thomas et al. [4] found out that portfolio-based assessment method is a viable alternative which allows the student to demonstrate specific skills within the context in which they were taught rather than within the context determined by the assessment grades.

The present paper will now discuss the methodology employed in assessing the POs from a quantitative and qualitative perspective.

2. Methodology

In order to measure the attainment of the POs of a student, Taylor’s School of Engineering employed a quantitative method which calculates the PO attainment based on the LO attainment (at the module level) as LOs of all modules are mapped to the POs. This method is employed throughout the 4-year degree programme and the PO attainment of an individual student at any point in the four (4) years can be calculated.

In the 4th year of the programme (semester seven (7) out of eight (8) semesters), final year students are tasked to create and compile a PO Portfolio. This method enlists students to perform a self-assessment on what they perceive their PO attainment score to be up till that point in time. Students are given a rubric for them to make use of when determining their PO attainment score. Their perception must be appropriately substantiated with evidences throughout the four (4) years and they would then need to critically evaluate their stand and perform a gap analysis based on these perceived PO attainment scores. The students will then need to identify ways to close these gaps in the final semester of the programme which is semester eight (8).

2.1. PO Attainment Database (Quantitative)

The quantitative measurement of the programme’s PO attainments is a two-step process. First, the software enabled End-of-Semester Assessment Tool (ESAT) was used to generate PO attainments of each student in the module level and stored in the database system. Second, the software-enabled database system was used to generate the Cohort’s PO attainments as well as the student’s PO attainments. A complete PO assessment flow is presented in Fig. 1.

In the module level, each assessment components were mapped to one more LO’s and each LO is mapped to one or more PO’s. For simplicity, all mapped PO’s were given equal emphasis. Then each LO and PO attainment is determined according to Eqs. (1) to (4)

\[ \text{LO Mark} = \sum \text{LO component mark mapped to assessment components} \]  
\[ \text{LO Attainment} = \frac{\text{LO Mark}}{\text{Maximum expected LO Mark}} \]
For each student, a particular PO is said to be attained if his/her PO mark is equal to or greater than the Key Performance Index (KPI) set by the department. Consequently, the module PO attainments are based on the percent number of students achieving KPI. To illustrate the implementation of Eqs. (1) to (4), consider a screenshot from an ESAT file containing the students’ components mark and the calculated LO marks based on defined mapping shown in Table 1.

To compute the LO attainment, consider LO1 for student 000001. Looking at Table 1, LO1 is mapped to Test 1-Q1, Test 1-Q2, Lab 1, and Finals-Q1. Hence, LO1 mark is computed as follows:

\[
\text{LO1 Mark} = \frac{20}{20} \times 2.5 + \frac{12}{20} \times 2.5 + \frac{78}{100} \times 5 + \frac{15}{15} \times 10.5 = 18.4
\]

\[
\text{LO1 Attainment} = \frac{\text{LO1 Mark}}{\text{Maximum expected LO1 Mark}} \times 100\% = \frac{18.4}{20.5} \times 100\% = 89.8\%
\]

If KPI is set to 60%, we say LO1 is considered attained. This procedure is repeated for all mapped LO’s.

From the same ESAT file, a screenshot containing the computed LO marks and the resulting PO marks based on defined LO-PO mapping is shown in Tables 2 and 3 respectively.
Table 1. Screenshot of LO Assessment Mark from ESAT.

Table 2. Screenshot of LO-PO Mapping.

Table 3. Screenshot of LO-PO Assessment Marks.

In similar manner, to compute the PO attainment, consider PO1 for student 000001. Looking at Table 2, PO1 is mapped to all LO’s and each LO is mapped to more than one PO. In this case, PO1 is computed as the sum of the shares of each LO to PO1 divided equally among the PO’s. Therefore PO1 attainment is computed from Table 2 as follows:

\[
P01\text{ Mark} = \frac{18.4}{3} + \frac{15.8}{3} + \frac{8.8}{2} + \frac{8.9}{3} + \frac{7.7}{2} + \frac{9.8}{2} = 26.2
\]

\[
P01\text{ Attainment} = \frac{26.2}{38.25} \times 100\% = 68.5\%
\]

Again, if KPI is set to 60%, we say PO1 is considered attained. This procedure is repeated for all mapped PO’s.

In a programme level, after all ESAT files accumulated from semester 1 to semester 7 and stored in the ESAT database system, the cohort’s PO attainments as well as each student’s PO attainments can be determined according to equations 5, 6, and 7 respectively.

For each student, each PO mark is the average of the mapped PO’s from all subjects taken from semester 1 to semester 7. Table 4 shows the screenshot from ESAT database system for one student with detailed modules’ PO attainment marks while Table 5 shows the screenshot of the same student’s average PO marks.
The student’s PO1 attainment is determined from the average of the modules mapped to PO1. Based on Table 5, this particular student has 28 subjects mapped to PO1 and the average PO1 mark is given by

\[
\text{Average PO1 Attainment} = \frac{\sum \text{PO1 Attainment Marks}}{\text{Total no. of subjects mapped to PO1}} = 76.2
\]

The corresponding bar chart is shown in Fig. 2.
Using the generated PO attainments for all students similar to that of Fig. 2, the cohort’s PO attainments are determined from the number of students achieving KPI based on individual student’s average PO marks. For 2009 cohort of Mechanical Engineering, the PO attainments result is shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. 2009 Cohort PO Attainments Result (Mechanical Engineering).](image)

2.2. PO Portfolio (Qualitative)

In the penultimate semester of the 4 year degree programme (semester 7 out of a total 8 semesters) students are tasked with creating a PO Portfolio. This portfolio details the self-assessment of the student, who will begin the process of collating the necessary evidences which would be used to evaluate their individual perception of PO attainment. Thus the student will describe and evaluate their respective PO attainment based on the evidences they have acquired. Upon the completion of this self-assessment, the portfolio is then graded by academic staff based on a detailed rubric and a score out of 10 is given for each PO. This score corresponds to the PO attainment score (qualitative).

Figure 4 below illustrates a screen shot of the PO Portfolio, while Fig. 5 describes the marking rubric used.
Outline of Portfolio

- Taylor’s Purpose
- Taylor’s Mission
- Taylor’s Graduate Capabilities
- Programme Educational Objectives
- Programme Outcomes
- Marking Scheme
- Marking Rubric
- About Me
- Professional Mission Statement
- Personal SWOT
- Entities and Existences
- Self Assessment of the Achievement of the Programme Outcomes
- Reflections
- Acknowledgements

Marking Scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Marks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional Mission Statement</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWOT</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme Outcome 1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme Outcome 2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme Outcome 3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme Outcome 4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme Outcome 5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme Outcome 6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme Outcome 7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme Outcome 8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme Outcome 9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme Outcome 10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme Outcome 11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maximum Marks: 140/140 × 20%

Self Assessment of the Achievement of Programme Outcomes

Fig. 4. PO Portfolio Screenshots.
3. Conclusions

The attainment of POs by graduating students from an engineering degree programme is of utmost importance. As the attainment of these POs relates the capability of the students upon graduation from the programme, similar urgency and importance must be placed in measuring the attainment. In current practice, this can be done in a variety of methods, namely by employing either a qualitative or quantitative process.

In the present investigation, the authors have described one of each. In the quantitative process, a comprehensive and exhaustive PO attainment software was created. The software would be used to extract the PO attainment score of each individual student enrolled in the programme and the PO attainment of a cohort of students.

For the qualitative process, a PO Portfolio was developed where the student could self-assess and interpret their own PO attainment by evaluating various evidences that they have collated and based on this, academic staff graded the portfolio based on a detailed rubric and hence provided the actual PO attainment score. The data would then be used to aid the schools Continual Quality Improvement (CQI) process during the annual programme review, where improvement action plans are drafted for implementation with the goal of enhancing student learning experience which ultimately leads to enhancing the PO attainment scores of the succeeding batch of students.
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